The emergence of network structure, complementarity and convergence from basic ecological and genetic processes
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Plant-animal mutualistic networks are highly diverse and structured. This has been explained by coevolution through niche based processes. However, this explanation is only warranted if neutral processes (e.g. limited dispersal, genetic and ecological drift) cannot explain these patterns. Here we present a spatially explicit model based on explicit genetics and quantitative traits to study the connection between genome evolution, speciation and plant-animal network demography. We consider simple processes for the speciation dynamics of plant-animal mutualisms: ecological (dispersal, demography) and genetic processes (mutation, recombination, drift) and morphological constraints (matching of quantitative trait) for species interactions, particularly mating. We find the evolution of trait convergence and complementarity and topological features observed in real plant-animal mutualistic webs (i.e. nestedness and centrality). Furthermore, the morphological constraint for plant reproduction generates higher centrality among plant individuals (and species) than in animals, consistent with observations. We argue that simple processes are able to reproduce some well known ecological and evolutionary patterns of plant-animal mutualistic webs.

Introduction

Since Darwin’s book “On The Origin of Species” (Darwin, 1862b), the idea of coevolution ¹ has sparked interest from biologists trying to understand how species interactions generate trait changes. The first clear indication of coevolution was Darwin’s moth example (Darwin, 1862a) showing that the long corolla from the orchid *Angraecum sesquipedale* could only be reached by a pollinator species with a similar proboscis length. However, much later Janzen (1980) argued that this amazingly high specialization between plants and animals was not the only example of coevolution. He explained that coevolution can also be the product of multiple-species interactions, a term that he coined “diffuse coevolution”. Diffuse coevolution means that selection on traits is determined by the interaction of all species in the community and not only
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based on pair-wise interactions. This is based on the idea of pollination or dispersal “syndromes”,
where plants have a set of traits that attract a specific group of pollinator or animal seed-disperser
species.
Later, the idea of “diffuse coevolution” was related to patterns of nestedness detected across
biogeographic regions in mutualistic networks. Nestedness, defined as a non-random pattern of
interactions where specialist species interact with proper subsets of more generalist species puts
the concept of “diffuse coevolution” in a more quantitative context (Bascompte et al., 2003). Nestedness
patterns have been shown to provide information about the underlying network
dynamics. For example, nestedness is associated with stability and coexistence of species in
a community (Bastolla et al., 2009; Okuyama and Holland, 2008).
Several studies have modelled coevolutionary dynamics in mutualistic systems of a few
species (Ferriere et al., 2007; Law et al., 2001; Ferdy et al., 2002; Gomulkiewicz et al., 2003; Jones
et al., 2009), particularly highly specialized (i.e. obligatory mutualists) systems of plant-animal
interactions, such as the fig-fig wasp mutualism (Bronstein et al., 2006). These studies have
determined the ecological conditions for coevolutionary stable systems (i.e. coESS) (Law et al.,
2001; Jones et al., 2009). However, more complex cases of evolution involving multispecific
interactions in the context of quantitative genetics and explicit speciation mechanisms remain
unexplored.
There are two trait-based patterns in plant-animal mutualistic networks that provide evidence
for niche-driven and coevolutionary processes shaping these webs: evolutionary complementarity
and convergence (Bascompte and Jordano, 2007). Complementarity describes that there is selec-
tion for trait matching between plant and animal traits (e.g. corolla length-proboscis length,
frugivore body mass-seed size) (Rezende et al., 2007; Bascompte and Jordano, 2007). Therefore,
complementarity seems the clearest explanation of reciprocal evolution (i.e. coevolution). Con-
vergence is consistent with observed trait similarity among evolutionarily distantly related species
of the same guild (e.g. pollinators with similar proboscis length) and is assumed to be caused
by selective pressures and developmental constraints (Bascompte and Jordano, 2007). Evolution-
ary convergence in plant-animal mutualisms partly explains the formation of ‘syndromes’
produced by the presence of specific mutualist partner species (Bascompte and Jordano, 2007;
Howe and Smallwood, 1982; Waser et al., 1996). For example, plant species with a specific corolla
morphology may determine the evolutionary convergence of pollinator species traits (Jousselin
et al., 2003). Guimarães et al. (2011) studied a coevolutionary model of mutualistic webs where
selective pressures came only from mutualistic partners and found that coevolution promotes
complementarity and convergence supporting the idea that selection through niche-driven mech-
anisms (i.e. the biotic environment) is mainly responsible for the observed patterns. However,
non-selective causes can also produce evolutionary convergence (Losos, 2011).
Krishna et al. (2008) and Canard et al. (2012) have shown that random fluctuation of species
abundance (i.e., ecological drift) can explain some of the topological properties in mutualistic and
trophic webs, respectively. These studies do not take into account explicitly the genetics of quan-
titative traits and speciation dynamics. The question then arises whether models that describe
quantitative trait dynamics with explicit genetics and speciation in the context of random fluc-
tuations of species can generate simultaneously the evolution of convergence, complementarity
and network topology observed in real plant-pollinator webs.
Recently, various neutral eco-evolutionary models have started to consider genetics explicitly
and more realistic assumptions about the speciation process (de Aguiar et al., 2009; Melián et al.,
2012). These models, which consider intraspecific variation and explicitly incorporate three of
the main evolutionary forces (mutation, recombination and drift (Lynch, 2007; Vellend, 2010)),
can predict biodiversity patterns well. Furthermore, these models use a common theoretical
framework based on the neutral theories of evolution (Kimura, 1983) and ecology (Hubbell,
They allow testing model predictions with available data on diversity, species traits, spatial distribution and genetics. The progress in this area is rapid, but it is still in its early stages.

Here, we develop an individual-based stochastic model of plant-pollinator interactions that considers explicit genetics, phenotype expression and spatial structure of sexually reproducing individuals, to study the eco-evolutionary dynamics of plant-pollinator webs. We find emergence of plant-pollinator network topological properties such as nestedness and centrality, and the evolution of trait convergence and complementarity. We argue that basic ecological and genetic processes in combination with physical constraints of plant-pollinator interactions, can generate observed plant-pollinator network topology and the evolutionary patterns of plant-pollinator traits.

The model

We consider the eco-evolutionary dynamics of plants (P) and animal pollinators (A). These two guilds interact mutualistically: plants need the presence of pollinators and vice versa to reproduce. Hence the mutualism is obligatory for both partners.

General eco-evolutionary dynamics

Our model is a stochastic individual-based model with overlapping generations and zero-sum birth-death dynamics. The population consists of J_P and J_A haploid gonochoric (i.e. separated sexes) individuals for plants and animals, respectively; with explicit binary genomes of size L. Each plant and animal population reproduces sexually and is spatially structured. The reproduction of each guild is done in turns (i.e. asynchronously). The individual-based events occur in the following order: an individual is randomly selected to die and then a female individual is randomly chosen among all females within a distance d_{max} of the dead individual’s position to mate. Thus, death and reproduction events only occur at a local scale to reflect limited dispersal.

There are two conditions for sexual reproduction: 1) the geographic distance d_{ij} between two individuals (plant or animal), a female i and a male j, from the geographic distance matrix D has to be lower than the maximum geographic distance d_{max} (d_{ij} < d_{max}). In case there are no potential mates, a different female is randomly chosen until a potential mate is found. We have two geographic distance matrices: D_P and D_A for plants and animals, respectively. 2) the genetic similarity q_{ij} between two individuals (defined below) has to be higher than the minimum genetic distance q_{min} to be able to mate and leave viable offspring (hence individuals mate assortatively). The genome of each individual is represented by a sequence of L loci, where each locus can be in two allelic states, +1 or −1. Each individual i in a population of size J is represented as a vector: S_i = (S_{i1}, S_{i2}, ..., S_{iL}), where S_{iu} is the u^{th} locus in the genome of individual i. The genetic similarity between individuals is calculated as the sum of identical loci across the genome:

\[ q_{ij} = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{u=1}^{L} S_{iu} S_{ju} \]  (1)

where q_{ij} \in \{-1, 1\}. The offspring born from this mating is dispersed within the geographic distance, d_{max}, and will occupy the geographic position of the just deceased individual.

The genome of the offspring is obtained by a block cross-over recombination of the female genome S^i and male genome S^j, where a locus l in the genome of the parents is randomly chosen partitioning the genome of each individual in two blocks. All genes beyond that locus l in either organism genome are swapped between the two parents and eventually form two new genomes.
One of the two new genomes is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution for the offspring. The offspring’s genome undergoes mutations at mutation rate $\mu$. Figure 1 describes the model, including the recombination-mutation process.

At the beginning of the simulations all individuals are genetically identical ($q = 1$), hence they are all able to mate with one another. We can visualize the genetic similarity between individuals of a guild as an evolutionary spatial graph (Melián et al., 2010), where nodes correspond to individuals and the length of edges correspond to the geographic distance between a pair of genetically similar ($q_{ij} > q_{min}$) individuals. At the beginning of the simulation this leads to a fully connected graph under an evolutionary process with mutation, recombination and dispersal. The connectance of the graph will decrease when species are formed (i.e. speciation). Here, we define a species as a group of genetically related individuals, where two individuals in sexual populations can be conspecific while also being incompatible, as long as they can exchange genes indirectly through other conspecifics. This is the definition of ’ring species’ (de Aguiar et al., 2009; Melián et al., 2010).

The speciation process in this model is similar to previous neutral speciation models with explicit genetics (de Aguiar et al., 2009; Melián et al., 2010). Individuals become more and more genetically divergent through the mutation and recombination process and the spatial segregation. This will finally produce the formation of two genetically incompatible clusters of individuals, i.e. two species. This speciation process, also called ’fission-induced’ speciation (Melián et al., 2012), goes on with the formation of more clusters and genetic divergence between individuals of different species. However, the diversification dynamics will fluctuate due to random extinctions (death of last individual of a species). A stochastic balance between speciation and extinction is eventually reached giving the final steady-state of the metacommunity (Melián et al., 2012).

Quantitative traits

The quantitative trait ($z$) of each individual is determined by additive genetic effects of the genome ($g$) (i.e. no epistasis) plus a normally distributed environmental effect ($\epsilon$)($\mu_\epsilon = 0, \sigma^2_\epsilon = 1$). Thus, $z_i = g_i + \epsilon$ determines the phenotype or quantitative trait ($z_i$) of each individual. The genetic component ($g_i$) of an individual $i$ is:

$$g_i = L + \sum_{u=1}^{L} S^i_u$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

calculated as the sum of alleles across the genome (Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998) plus the number of loci to avoid negative trait values. If we sample genomes of size $L$ from a uniform distribution, the distribution of genetic values would have mean $L$ and a variance given by the algebraic sum of allelic values. We assume two quantitative traits, one for each guild: proboscis length ($z_i^A$) in pollinators and corolla length ($z_i^P$) in plants.

Phenotypic similarity

We measured phenotypic similarity between individuals of the same guild and of different guilds to study the relationship between genotypic and phenotypic similarity. The phenotypic similarity ($p_{ij}$) between an individual $i$ and an individual $j$ is defined as:

$$p_{ij} = 1 - \frac{|z_i - z_j|}{z_{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
Figure 1: General description of the model. Each time step in this model is completed after a death-birth cycle (from A to F). Individuals are represented as filled circles scattered across space and the variation of blue colors represents their variation of phenotypes. The model is divided into different events at each time step: (A) an individual \( k \) is randomly selected to die and leaves an empty location in the landscape. (B) a female individual \( i \) is randomly selected if \( d_{kf} < d_{\text{max}} \) and this female \( f \) will mate and reproduce with a male individual \( j \) if conditions of mating are met (\( d_{ij} < d_{\text{max}} \) and \( q_{fj} > q_{\text{min}} \)) (additional mating conditions depend on the guild, but always required the presence of a mutualistic partner, see Methods section). (C) The recombination process. Genomes are composed of \( L \) loci where each locus can be in two allelic states \((-1,1)\) and undergo block cross-over recombination of the female genome (dark gray) and male genome (black), where a position \( l \) in the genome of the parents is randomly chosen partitioning the genome of each individual in two blocks. In this example the genome it is split into parts of equal length. All genes beyond the \( l \) locus in either organism’s genome is swapped between the two parents and two new genomes are formed. (D) One of the two new genomes is randomly chosen for the offspring and it might undergo mutation (light gray). (E) The phenotype expression of newborn individual \( i \) is \( z_i = g_i + \epsilon \). (F) The newborn \( i \) will occupy the site of the dead individual \( k \) within the area \( d_{\text{max}} \).
Table 1: Glossary of mathematical notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_{ij} )</td>
<td>Geographical distance between individual ( i ) and ( j ) of the same guild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>Maximum geographical distance to find a mating partner and dispersal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>Geographic distance matrix containing all the ( d_{ij} ) values for a guild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{\text{PA}} )</td>
<td>Geographical distance between plant individual ( i ) and animal ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{\text{PA}}^{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>Maximum geographical distance to find a mutualistic partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{\text{PA}} )</td>
<td>Geographic distance matrix containing all the ( d_{\text{PA}}^{\text{max}} ) values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij} )</td>
<td>Genetic similarity between individual ( i ) and ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>Genetic similarity matrix containing all the pairwise similarity ( q_{ij} ) values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>Minimum genetic similarity above which ( i ) and ( j ) belong to the same species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij} )</td>
<td>Phenotypic similarity between individual ( i ) and ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>Phenotypic similarity matrix containing all the ( p_{ij} ) values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Mutation rate per locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_e )</td>
<td>Effective population size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_i )</td>
<td>Quantitative trait value of individual ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Size of the genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>Environmental effect sampled from a Normal distribution of ( \mu_\epsilon = 0 ) and ( \sigma^2 = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g_i )</td>
<td>Genetic effect of an individual ( i ) calculated as the sum of alleles across the genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{p}_{kh} )</td>
<td>Average phenotypic similarity between species ( k ) and ( h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_s )</td>
<td>Phenotypic similarity matrix containing all ( \hat{p}_{kl} ) values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{PA}} )</td>
<td>Phenotypic similarity matrix between plant and animal species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{q}_{kh} )</td>
<td>Average genetic similarity between species ( k ) and ( h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_s )</td>
<td>Genetic similarity matrix containing all ( \hat{q}_{kl} ) values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( z_i \) and \( z_j \) are the phenotypic values of individuals \( i \) and \( j \), respectively; and \( z_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value of the phenotype distribution \( Z \) of the whole metacommunity. Thus, each pair-wise comparison, \( p_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \), is an element of the phenotypic similarity matrix \( P \).

### Evolutionary convergence and complementarity

We define evolutionary convergence as the similarity between average species phenotypes from distantly related species. We assume that two species are distantly related, in phylogenetic terms, if they do not come from a direct common ancestor, i.e. they are not sister species. To exclude sister species from the analysis we need to calculate the average genetic similarity among species of the same guild. The average genetic similarity between a species \( k \) and a species \( l \) is:

\[
\hat{q}_{kl} = \frac{1}{n_k n_l} \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} \sum_{j=1}^{n_l} q_{ij}
\]

where \( q_{ij} \) is the genetic similarity between an individual \( i \) of species \( k \) and an individual \( j \) of species \( l \), and \( n_k \) and \( n_l \) are the absolute abundances of species \( k \) and \( l \), respectively. The elements \( \hat{q}_{kl} \) will form the matrix \( Q_k \in \{\hat{q}_{kl}\} \) from which the sister species of each species in the guild can be identified.

To calculate evolutionary convergence we need to know the average phenotypic similarity between two species. We define phenotypic similarity between species \( k \) and \( l \) as:

\[
\hat{p}_{kl} = \frac{1}{n_k n_l} \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} \sum_{j=1}^{n_l} p_{ij}
\]
which is analogous to the definition of eq. 4. This will build a species phenotypic matrix $P_s \in \{\hat{p}_{kl}\}$.

We then focus on each species in turn and exclude its sister species to avoid cases of parallel evolution to calculate the number of convergences related to the focal species. We define a focal species $k$ and a non-sister $l$ species to be convergent if phenotypic similarity between them is higher than between focal and sister species ($\hat{p}_{k,\text{sister}} < \hat{p}_{kl}$) and higher than 0.95 ($\hat{p}_{kl} > 0.95$). A simple example to understand the calculation of convergences is illustrated in Figure 2. With only three species, only one convergence is possible after excluding the sister species. Naturally, the number of convergences potentially increases with the number of species present. For example, if we have ten species and we exclude one of them as sister species, we have nine species to calculate convergence with. If we find that two out of nine species are phenotypically similar enough to the focal species, we count two (out of nine, $\sim 22\%$) convergences. Thus, contrary to Guimaraes et al. (2011) we use both genetic divergence and phylogenetic relatedness for the estimation of evolutionary convergences, in order to avoid cases of parallel evolution \(^2\) (Losos, 2011).

Evolutionary complementarity is easier to calculate because it does not involve the calculation of the genetic similarity matrix. We only need to estimate the phenotypic similarity between plant and animal species. We do this in the same way as for evolutionary convergence: we calculate the phenotypic similarity matrix $P_{PA} \in \{\hat{p}_{kh}\}$ between plant and animal average species traits and the condition for complementarity is that the similarity between a plant species $k$ and an animal species $h$ should be $\hat{p}_{kh} > 0.95$. To visualize the genetic relatedness between species we constructed clustering trees using Euclidean distance with the Python library ETE 2.01 (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2010).

Plant-animal interactions

In addition to the genetic and geographic constraints for mating, we consider other mating conditions that are different for each guild. These conditions describe the mutualistic interaction between plants and animals and their spatial constraints for interaction. We therefore specify another geographic distance matrix $D^{PA}$ to describe the geographic distance between plant and animal individuals. Plant-animal mutualistic interactions are here described as follows: plants benefit from the presence of specific pollinators that are able to pollinate them and animals benefit from the presence of plants that provide resources for them. Thus, we have two extra conditions for mating: 1) Plants need the presence of animal pollinators within a close distance ($d^{PA}_{ik} < d_{max}$) and with a larger or equally-sized proboscis than the corolla of a plant: $z_c \leq z_p$. This corresponds to a physical or morphological constraint for individual interactions observed between plant and pollinator species (Stang et al., 2009, 2006). 2) Animals need the presence of plants within a close geographic distance ($d^{PA}_{jk} < d_{max}$). The conditions are illustrated in Figure 1.

Our model allows bookkeeping of who is interacting with whom, i.e. this means we can record exactly which plant and animal individuals are interacting. This bookkeeping not allows comparison with high-resolution data of interactions, as in some plant-pollinator studies (Gómez et al., 2011; Gómez and Perfectti, 2012), but, more importantly for our current aim, enables us to identify the different constraints on the evolution and final topology of the network. We record the identity of the mutualistic partners during the reproduction process for plants and animals after reaching the steady-state to reconstruct the plant-animal interaction network.

\(^2\)Parallel evolution is the development of a similar trait in related, but distinct, species descending from the same ancestor.
Figure 2: Evolutionary convergence calculations. Convergence is calculated with the species genetic similarity matrix $Q_s \in \{\hat{q}_{kl}\}$ and the species phenotypic similarity matrix $P_s \in \{\hat{p}_{kh}\}$. This figure illustrates a simple example of evolutionary convergence where there are only three species in a guild ($a$, $b$ and $c$). The upper matrix ($Q_s$) shows species $a$ and $c$ are genetically closely related, $\hat{q}_{ac} = 0.97$, while genetically distant from species $b$ ($\hat{q}_{ab} = 0.85$, $\hat{q}_{cb} = 0.89$). A clear description of these genetic relationships can be represented with a cluster tree or dendrogram, as shown in the lower part of the figure. Thus, we establish that species $a$ and $c$ are sister species. The species phenotypic similarity matrix $P_s$ shows that species $a$ and $b$ are phenotypically highly similar ($\hat{p}_{ab} = 0.98$) and highly genetically dissimilar ($\hat{q}_{ab} = 0.85$) (i.e. more than the average intraspecific genetic similarity or sister species 0.97), indicating an event of evolutionary convergence.
Network topology

We measured three topological properties of plant-animal mutualistic networks: nestedness, connectance and centrality. The topological measurements were applied to the networks at the final steady-state of the simulation.

Nestedness

Nestedness describes a non-random pattern of species interactions where specialist species interact with proper subsets of more generalist species (Bascompte et al., 2003). We estimated nestedness using the NODF algorithm developed by (Almeida-Neto et al., 2008) because of its statistical robustness. NODF is based on standardized differences in row and column fills and paired matching of occurrences.

Connectance

Connectance measures the proportion of realized interactions (i.e. links) among all possible interactions in a network and is defined as $C = \frac{k}{P \times A}$, where $k$ represents the number of realized interactions between plant and animal species and $P$ and $A$ represent the number of plant and animal species, respectively, in the network (Jordano et al., 2003).

Centrality and node redundancy

To explore the topology of the network at the individual level we calculated three different centrality metrics: degree centrality (DC), closeness centrality (CC) and betweenness centrality (BC). These topological metrics are commonly used in social network analysis to study the importance of some nodes in the network, e.g. for the flow of information (Borgatti, 2005) or spread of diseases (Klovdahl, 1985). In ecological networks they have been used to describe the topology of individual-based interaction networks (Gómez and Perfectti, 2012; Gómez et al., 2011) and to identify keystone species that maintain the cohesiveness of the network (Jordán et al., 2007; González et al., 2010).

Degree centrality (DC) is defined as the fraction of nodes connected to a specific node (Borgatti and Halgin, in press). This metric provides a description of how well connected the individuals are. Closeness centrality (CC) measures the distance of a node to all the other nodes in the network; a node with high CC can potentially interact with any other node in the network (Borgatti and Halgin, in press; Newman, 2003). Betweenness centrality is the number of shortest paths between two nodes that pass through a specific node (Borgatti and Halgin, in press; Goh et al., 2003). Therefore, individuals (nodes) with high BC act as bridges, connecting one part of a network to another, maintaining the cohesiveness of the network. We also measured the average clustering coefficient (ACC) and node redundancy (NR) as complementary metrics of centrality. The average clustering coefficient computes the average probability, for any given node chosen at random, that two neighbors of this node are linked together (Latapy et al., 2008), hence it provides evidence of modularity in the network (Olesen et al., 2007). Node redundancy is defined as the fraction of pairs of neighbors of a specific node that are both linked to other nodes ($NR \in \{0, 1\}$). Therefore, higher levels of node redundancy indicate that most nodes in the network share similar partner individuals and hence the elimination of those nodes from the network will not greatly affect the topology. All centrality and node redundancy computations were performed using the Python library NetworkX (Hagberg et al., 2008).
Simulations

We simulated a population size of \( J = 10^3 \) individuals for each guild and a genome size \( L = 150 \) loci. Larger population sizes \((10^4, 10^5)\) are possible, but they are constrained by computational time. Initially all animal individuals have a higher phenotypic trait value than plant individuals \((Z_c \leq Z_p)\) to assure that plant mating conditions are met at the beginning of the simulation. Geographic distance between each pair of individuals \(d_{ij}\) was calculated as follows: 1) Euclidean coordinates of a two-dimensional space \((x_i, y_i)\) were sampled from a uniform distribution \((x_i = [0, 1], y_i = [0, 1])\) for each individual in the metacommunity. 2) Using these coordinates \((x_i, y_i)\) we calculated a matrix of relative Euclidean distances between the individuals \((d_{ij})\). This procedure is repeated for each of the geographic distance matrices \((D_{PA}, D_{PP}, D_{AA})\). The simulation lasted for \(2 \times 10^3\) generations, where a generation is an update of \(J\) time steps. Steady-state was verified by checking the constancy of speciation events during the last 100 generations. We explored a range of parameter combinations with mutation rate, \(\mu \in \{10^{-4}, 10^{-2}\}\), minimum genetic similarity \(q_{min} = 0.97\) and maximal distance \(d_{max} = 0.3\). We implemented the model in Python (and tested in IPython (Pérez and Granger, 2007)) and graphics were produced using the Python library Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007).

Results

Mutation rates have an strong effect on the diversity dynamics by affecting the two types of speciation in this model: “mutation-induced” and “fission-induced” speciation. For large mutation rate \((\mu > 10^{-2})\), speciation is predominantly mutation-induced, resulting in the formation of a species consisting of a single individual. Most of these mutation-induced species are likely to go extinct because of their low initial abundance. For lower mutation rates \((\mu \in \{10^{-4}, 5 \times 10^{-3}\})\) speciation was predominantly “fission-induced”, i.e. by slow genetic divergence between individuals, which also agrees with previous findings (Melián et al., 2012). Figure 3 shows the mean incipient species size distribution for three different mutation rates. Low mutation rates produce low richness with few highly abundant species, i.e. highly positively skewed abundance distribution. Higher mutation rates \((\mu = 5 \times 10^{-3})\) tend to generate higher richness and less skewed species abundance distributions. The formation of species always follows the condition \(q_{min} > Q^*\), where \(Q^*\) is the mean genetic similarity of the matrix \(Q\) at equilibrium, as expected from analytical results of Melián et al. (2012). The consideration of plant-animal interactions and morphological constraints for plant reproduction, does not produce qualitatively different results in terms of species abundance distributions compared to previous models (Melián et al., 2012), that did not consider other mating constraints.

Genotype-phenotype relationship

The genotype-phenotype (G-P) relationship is highly positive as expected from the equation \(z = g + \epsilon\). Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of the G-P relationship of all pairs of individuals which contains three main clouds of points: 1) pairs of individuals of the same species with high genetic \((q_{ij} > q_{min})\) and phenotypic \((p_{ij} > 0.9)\) similarity, 2) pairs of individuals of the same species with genetic similarity below \(q_{min} \) \((q_{ij} < q_{min} = 0.97)\) and high phenotypic similarity \((p_{ij} > 0.9)\) - these are incompatible individuals for mating and yet high phenotypic similarity \(p_{ij} > 0.9\) and 3) highly genetically dissimilar individuals from different species \((q_{ij} \ll q_{min})\), but with the presence of highly phenotypically similar individuals \((p_{ij} > 0.9)\). This is an indication of evolutionary convergence in plants and animals. An increase in mutation rate increases the genetic divergence
between species, as expected, but it does not change the G-P relationship qualitatively (see Figure 4). Naturally, we also find pairs of individuals with low genetic ($q_{ij} \ll q_{\text{min}}$) and phenotypic ($p_{ij} < 0.9$) similarity.

**Evolutionary convergence and complementarity**

The plant and animal trait distributions (i.e. corolla and proboscis lengths) change dramatically during the simulation because of the speciation process, which generates changes in the trait distribution on both guilds resulting in a bimodal distribution (Figure 6). Figure 6 also shows an example of the variation of traits at the species level, where several species of the same guild (plant or animal) can have highly similar trait values (i.e. evolutionary convergence). The figure also shows that there are similar trait values between plant and animal species (i.e. evolutionary complementarity).

Evolution of convergence and complementarity occurs in all replicate simulations. Evolutionary convergence appears on average in $17.3 \pm 6\%$ of all possible cases. The number of convergences mainly depends on the number of sister species pairs, i.e. an increase of the number of sister species pairs will decrease the possible number of convergences. Evolutionary complementarity appears with a similar frequency in each replicate simulation, but with a larger variation ($20 \pm 18\%$) than convergence. Complementarity mainly depends on the number of plant and animal species; therefore the variation in the number of species at the steady-state between guilds affects the number of complementarity events. An example of evolutionary convergence and complementarity of one replicate is shown in Figure 8.

**Network topology**

The network at the species level is highly nested $N = 69.97 \pm 13.4$ as in real plant-pollinator networks and medium level connectance $C = 0.5 \pm 0.07$ (Figure 5). At the individual level, there is high centrality for a low number of individuals in the whole network regardless of species differences. High centrality also occurs at the intraspecific level. Most individuals in the network have low degree centrality ($DC \leq 0.01$) and only few individuals have high DC ($DC \geq 0.01 \sim 100$ links), which is shown by the positive skewness of the DC distribution (see table 4) and the intraspecific variation (see Figure 7). The betweenness centrality (BC) distribution follows a similar pattern of high intraspecific variation, but less interspecific variation (see Figure 7). The BC distribution is more positively skewed than the DC distribution (see table 4) and the intraspecific variation. The BC distribution is more positively skewed than the DC distribution (see table 4) because of the presence of few individuals with very high BC ($BC > 0.04$), this is more evident in plants than animals. Therefore, the distribution of DC and BC shows that only very few individuals serve as connectors or bridges between species of the opposite guild. High average BC is positively correlated with species abundance ($R^2 = 0.798, p < 0.001$) and partner diversity (i.e. number of partner species) ($R^2 = 0.54, p < 0.001$). Also, there is a high correlation between centrality metrics for both plants and animals (see Table 3). This clearly indicates the importance of these individuals for maintaining the cohesiveness in the network. Although, plants and animals only show slight differences in terms of centrality (see Table 4), plant centrality metrics distributions are more asymmetric. The higher asymmetry might be caused by the morphological constraint on plant reproduction. Most individuals have medium levels of closeness centrality ($CC = 0.45$). Interestingly, most individuals have neighboring peers in the network that are also interacting with the same mutualistic partners, as indicated by the high level of node redundancy ($NR > 0.5$). However, a few individuals, especially those with high BC, have low node redundancy ($NR < 0.3$) and their extinction could greatly affect network topology. Only the correlation between NR and DC is significantly positive for plants, but not for animals (see Table 3). The average clustering coefficient is higher in plants ($ACC = 0.053$) than animals ($ACC = 0.038$),
which suggests that plant network topology tend to be more modular or compartmentalized than animal network topology.

**Discussion**

Considering main evolutionary forces in the study of community assembly is crucial to understand the emergence of observed ecological and evolutionary patterns. Several theoretical studies have investigated the evolution of ecological communities assuming niche-related processes as the main drivers of community structure and diversity (Caldarelli et al., 1998; Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Ingram et al., 2009). Nevertheless, models that only consider neutral processes (e.g. dispersal limitation, ecological drift) are also able to reproduce observed patterns of community diversity and structure (Rosindell et al., 2011). A controversial point of neutral theory was the unrealistic assumption of point-mutation speciation (Hubbell, 2001). This point has been later improved in other models by considering a gradual speciation process phenomenologically (i.e. protracted speciation (Rosindell et al., 2010), see also Etienne and Rosindell (2012)) and mechanistically (i.e. by modelling genetics explicitly (Melián et al., 2012; de Aguiar et al., 2009; Melián et al., 2010)). Genetically and spatially explicit neutral models allow a connection between genetics and community ecology. Our model makes this connection by considering an explicit speciation process and its consequences for the diversity and structure of mutualistic networks. Furthermore, this is the first model, to our knowledge, to study the joint evolution of network structure and quantitative traits in mutualistic networks. Our results show the emergence of some observed topological properties of mutualistic webs and the evolution of trait convergence and complementarity (see Table 2).

Similar to previous neutral genetically explicit eco-evolutionary models (Melián et al., 2012; de Aguiar et al., 2009), two important factors of the speciation process are non-random mating (\(q_{\text{min}}\)) and dispersal limitation (\(d_{\text{max}}\)). These two factors determine the diversity of communities. Interestingly, Kondrashov and Shpak (1998) found that assortative mating alone in the absence of selection is sufficient to create genetic divergence between individuals and finally the formation of species. Naturally, quantitative changes in the three evolutionary forces considered here (mutation, recombination, genetic drift) are main drivers of the genetic variation in our model and it will ultimately affect diversity patterns. Mutation rate alone can already change the speciation dynamics and species abundance distribution as also shown by Melián et al. (2012). However, dispersal limitation is also a very important driver of the speciation dynamics. It basically determines the gene flow in the metacommunity (Lenormand, 2002) and therefore can help to reinforce the speciation process together with non-random mating (Butlin, 1987). Thus, high assortative mating (high \(q_{\text{min}}\)) and high dispersal limitation (low \(d_{\text{max}}\)) can maximize the diversity (Melián et al., 2012; de Aguiar et al., 2009).

**Convergence, complementarity and drift**

Evolutionary convergence, i.e. the independent evolution of similar features in different evolutionary lineages, of traits is observed in all our replicate simulations and with little variation. Evolutionary convergence has been argued to be a product of multispecific coevolutionary processes (‘diffuse coevolution’)(Janzen, 1980; Jordano et al., 2003; Bascompte and Jordano, 2007; Thompson and Cunningham, 2002) and therefore these patterns are molded by similar selective pressures; as shown by Guimarães et al. (2011). However, our model shows that evolutionary convergence can occur through the action of the non-selective forces of mutation, recombination and genetic drift. This means that random evolutionary change can cause species to become more similar to each other than their ancestors were , as also shown by Stayton (2008). Stayton (2008)
simulated evolution along phylogenies according to a Brownian motion model of trait change and demonstrated that rates of convergence can be quite high when clades are diversifying under only the influence of genetic drift. Furthermore, constraints (e.g. developmental constraints) in the production of variation can also lead to convergence. For example, if the variation produced is limited, then unrelated species are likely to produce the same variation, which may then become fixed in the population by genetic drift (Losos, 2011; Stayton, 2008). This a common feature of biological systems because in the evolution of DNA there are only four possible states for a given nucleotide position, and therefore it is likely that distantly related taxa will independently acquire the same change by chance (Losos, 2011). It can also happen in our model because there are many genotypes that can give the same phenotype.

Developmental constraints are a common explanation for the convergence of traits (Solé et al., 2002; Losos, 2011). However, we still know little about how developmental constraints affect convergence. The tinkering of traits by evolutionary forces largely affect developmental pathways (e.g. gene regulatory networks) (Solé et al., 2002). Thus, developmental pathways are not static, but can diverge through time randomly without substantially affecting phenotype. This is called developmental system drift (DSD) (True and Haag, 2001). We argue that DSD might play an important role in the evolution of morphological traits and it must be considered as another level where drift can be acting (Ohta, 2002), for example, by considering random wiring in gene regulatory networks.

Evolutionary complementarity is also consistently observed in our results but with a larger variation than convergence. Complementarity is argued to be the main result of tight coevolution between mutualistic species by mechanisms, such as trait-matching (e.g. corolla length-proboscis length) (Jordano et al., 2003). There is empirical (Anderson and Johnson, 2008) and theoretical evidence (Gomulkiewicz et al., 2000) for coevolutionary hot spots (Thompson, 1999), which suggests that local selective regimes can promote the coevolution of traits (Ferdy et al., 2002; Bronstein et al., 2006; Gomulkiewicz et al., 2000, 2003; Jordano et al., 2003; Thompson, 2009; Thompson and Cunningham, 2002; Jones et al., 2009). However, we show that low to medium levels of complementarity and convergence can be the product of neutral processes occurring at several levels (i.e. genome, development).

Evolution of quantitative trait distribution

Our model predicts that the distribution of traits, regardless of species differences, generally evolves towards a bimodal distribution of phenotypes. This result was previously obtained by Kondrashov and Shpak (1998), who assumed absence of selection and assortative mating in an infinite population. Their results show the evolution of traits into two phenotypic classes. Strong assortative mating produces high correlations of allelic effects among all loci, which leads to the evolution of two phenotypic classes: one with alleles increasing the trait and the other with alleles decreasing the trait (Crow and Kimura, 1970). Devaux and Lande (2008) found similar results using a finite diploid population with multiple alleles per locus and they showed that the splitting of the phenotype distribution is possible under strong assortative mating and genetic drift, but the distribution is transient rather than permanent. However, our distribution is not transient, and this is probably because we only considered two allelic states for each locus. As Devaux and Lande (2008) explained, by assuming a normal distribution of allelic effects at each locus we could obtain a more continuous unimodal (i.e. normal) distribution of phenotypes. We need further analytical exploration to thoroughly understand the determinants of trait distributions.

We find a gradient of a species phenotypes from low to high average values (Figure 6). Therefore, a whole spectrum of species phenotypes can emerge in the metacommunity by stochastic processes. However, the predicted trait distribution is not right-skewed as observed in real plant-pollinator communities (Stang et al., 2009) (see Table 2). This might be due to the influence
of other forbidden links (e.g. body size) and developmental constraints not considered in this model.

**Neutrality in mutualistic networks: patterns and processes**

The morphological constraint for plant reproduction does not seem to change the diversity patterns in plants compared to animals (Figure 3). This suggests that considering this ‘forbidden link’ has no effect on the speciation dynamics of mutualistic networks. However, the topology of plants and animals seems to be slightly different in terms of centrality metrics (i.e. degree and betweenness centrality). Plant topology is more asymmetric than animal topology, which is probably due to the morphological constraint for plant reproduction. This supports the idea that size thresholds of plant and animal mutualistic traits and species abundances promote asymmetry in mutualistic networks (Stang et al., 2009, 2006). The presence of individuals with high centrality (BC and DC) in high-resolution plant-pollinator webs has been found to be related to the fitness of individuals and probably related to specific phenotypes (Gómez and Perfectti, 2012). In our results, high centrality in some plant individuals might be related to the morphological constraint in plant reproduction. Furthermore, higher average clustering coefficient seems higher in plants than animals and it is also probably related to the morphological constraint. This supports the idea that modularity observed in real mutualistic webs, here indicated by higher average clustering, can be partly an outcome of biological constraints (i.e. forbidden links) (Olesen et al., 2007).

Connectance values are close to the predictions of other neutral network models (Canard et al., 2012) with similar diversity values. However, compared to real mutualistic networks with similar diversity as ours (24 plant and animal species on average), our connectance ($C = 0.5$) is higher than reported webs ($C = 0.28$) (Olesen and Jordano, 2002). This difference in connectance values might also be due to other forbidden links, such as phenology (Olesen et al., 2010).

Nestedness values are also very high, as in real mutualistic networks. The influence of stochastic eco-evolutionary processes and the morphological constraint seems to predict realistic values. However, we think that stochastic processes are more important in determining nestedness. This is based on previous neutral models (Krishna et al., 2008; Canard et al., 2012), which suggests that random interactions, dispersal limitation and species abundance distribution (‘neutral forbidden links’ (Canard et al., 2012)), are determinants of the structure of mutualistic networks.

**Future directions**

We have only explored a limited range of the parameter space. For example, we could still explore the effects of genetic similarity ($q_{min}$) and spatial structure ($d_{max}$, $d_{PA_{max}}$) on the diversity and structure of mutualistic webs. Based on previous models (Melián et al., 2012; de Aguiar et al., 2009) we expect changes in the diversity of the metacommunity. For example, high values of $q_{min}$ and shorter geographical distances for mating ($d_{max}$) should generate a higher diversity in the metacommunity (Melián et al., 2012). However, extremely low geographic distances for mating could decrease the diversity due to the difficulty of finding mates (Allee effect), especially for high $q_{min}$ levels.

In our model, assortative mating and the morphological trait are determined for the same multiple loci (i.e. they have the same genetic basis) and these genes show pleiotropic effects. Assortative mating and morphological traits are calculated in a similar way: the sum of genetic differences. This closed relationship between nonrandom mating and an ecological trait is similar to the concept of ‘magic’ traits. A ‘magic’ trait combines a trait subject to divergent selection and another trait related to nonrandom mating (i.e. reproductive isolation) that are pleiotropic expressions of the same gene(s) (Servedio et al., 2011). However, we cannot regard our trait as ‘magic’ because of the absence of disruptive selection forces. There are other alternatives for this
relationship between assortative mating and the morphological trait (Servedio et al., 2011). One alternative is that assortative mating and the morphological trait are determined by different sets of genes and express different levels of pleiotropic effects (i.e. a partly ‘magic’ trait (van Doorn and Weissing, 2001)).

One might also explore further the influence of the morphological constraint in the evolution of traits. This constraint might be exerting a weak selection force on the evolution of plant traits in our model. The comparison with other models without any morphological constraint (i.e. only non-random mating) and with morphological constraints for animals and plant reproduction (i.e. phenotypic match), might elucidate the importance of morphological constraints in the evolution of the network.

The possibility to test model predictions with high-resolution data is one of the most important advantages of our model. Plant and pollinator species abundance data, intraspecific trait variation, genetic data, spatial distribution can all be used to test model predictions. Accounting for intraspecific variation helps explaining emergent properties of ecological networks and evolutionary patterns (Bolnick et al., 2011).

We conclude that simple processes (dispersal, demography, mutation, recombination and morphological constraints) can reproduce very well the observed network structure and quantitative trait evolutionary patterns in plant-animal mutualisms.
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Figure 3: Mean rank abundance distribution of animals (a) and plants (b) after 500 replicates for different mutation rates: $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ (green solid line), $\mu = 3 \times 10^{-3}$ (red solid line) and $\mu = 10^{-4}$ (blue solid line). Parameters used: $q_{min} = 0.97$, $d_{max} = d_{PA_{max}} = 0.3$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$.


Table 2: Predictions of the model and observed values in real mutualistic webs. Overall, qualitative predictions are very similar to observed ecological and evolutionary patterns. However, quantitatively we find many differences in the network topology, trait distribution and evolutionary patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model predictions</th>
<th>Real webs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nestedness</strong></td>
<td>Highly nested</td>
<td>Highly nested (Bascompte et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connectance</strong></td>
<td>Medium connectance (0.5)</td>
<td>Low to medium connectance (0.01-0.38) (Olesen and Jordano, 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centrality</strong></td>
<td>Plants medium centrality and animals very low centrality</td>
<td>High centrality (Gómez and Perfectti, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trait distribution</strong></td>
<td>Bimodal or multimodal trait distribution</td>
<td>Log-normal distribution (right-skewed) (Stang et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convergence</strong></td>
<td>Low to medium convergence (17 %)</td>
<td>High levels of convergence (Bascompte and Jordano, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complementarity</strong></td>
<td>Low to medium complementarity (20 %)</td>
<td>High levels of complementarity (Rezende et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diversity</strong></td>
<td>Highly diverse (using low population size ~1000 indiv)</td>
<td>Highly diverse (Bronstein et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Correlations between centrality metrics and between centrality and node redundancy. BC: Betweenness centrality, CC: closeness centrality, DC: degree centrality, NR: node redundancy. * (p<0.001). Most correlations between centrality metrics are significantly positive. However, correlations between node redundancy and centrality metrics was only significant in plants degree centrality (DC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th></th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>0.44*</td>
<td>0.93*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
<td>0.9*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>0.5*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.41*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Plants  
(b) Animals

Table 4: Topology of individual-based plant-pollinator network. Node redundancy (NR) and three centrality metrics were calculated: degree centrality (DC), closeness centrality (CC) and betweenness centrality (BC). The estimates show the skewness, mean and standard error values of the calculated distributions for each metric. The calculations were made for each guild, plants and animals, considering all individuals regardless of species differences. Parameters used: $q_{min} = 0.97$, $d_{max} = d_{PA}^{max} = 0.3$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plants Mean±std</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Animals Mean±std</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>0.01±0.012</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.01±0.013</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.045</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.044</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>0.00058 ± 0.0013</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.00058 ± 0.0014</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.39</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.4</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: The effect of mutation rate on the genotype-phenotype (G-P) relationship. Top panels show the G-P relationship for animals (red) and bottom panels for plants (blue). Right panels show the G-P relationship for mutation rate $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ and left panels for $\mu = 10^{-4}$. Each plot is a scatter plot, where each filled circle represents phenotypic ($p_{i\neq j}$, x-axis) and genetic ($q_{i\neq j}$, y-axis) similarity between two individuals of a particular guild (plant or animal) from one replicate. The G-P correlation can be very positive or close to zero depending on the individuals compared. Individuals with high phenotypic similarity and genetic dissimilarity suggest evolutionary convergence of traits, regardless of mutation rate. Parameters used: $q_{\min} = 0.97$, $d_{\max} = d_{\max}^{PA} = 0.3$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$. 
Figure 5: Plant-animal species interaction network. Plant species are represented in rows and animal species in columns. The color gradient indicates the number of mutualistic partners (i.e. individuals interacting) shared between plant and animal species. This matrix comes from one replicate with nine plant and twenty animal species. The network shows high level of nestedness ($N = 0.72$) and intermediate level of connectance ($C = 0.5$). Parameters used: $q_{min} = 0.97$, $d_{max} = d_{max}^{PA} = 0.3$, $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$. 
Figure 6: Changes in trait (i.e. phenotype) distribution of plants and animals for a typical replicate simulation. The top panels show the changes in animal (red) trait distribution and bottom panels the changes in plant (blue) trait distribution. Left panels show the initial trait distribution and right panels the final trait distribution. The insets in the right panels show the mean and standard error deviations of traits. The trait distribution changes completely from the initial distribution towards a bimodal distribution in both guilds. Parameters used: $q_{min} = 0.97$, $d_{max} = d_{max}^{PA} = 0.3$, $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$. 
Figure 7: Variation of centrality measurements between and within species. The top panel shows the variation of degree centrality (DC) and the bottom panel shows the variation of betweenness centrality (BC). Each filled circle represents the average value of DC and BC for one species with their respective standard deviation (vertical thin lines) for plants (blue) and animals (red). The plots represent a sample of 50 replicates. The interspecific and intraspecific variation of BC and DC is quite heterogeneous; a few species tend to have higher BC (> 0.001) and DC (> 0.02) with a large intraspecific variation.
Figure 8: Evolutionary convergence and complementarity in plant-pollinator networks. Cluster trees at the top and the bottom, show genetic similarities between plant (blue) and animal (red) species, respectively. The average species trait, proboscis and corolla length, is sketched with cartoons next to their respective position in the cluster trees. Animals, composed of six species, have two convergent trait events (species A-B, A-C and F-D), while plants, composed of three species, only have one convergent event (species b-c). The central figure shows the network of plant-animal interactions, where each node (colored filled circles) represents an individual in the metacommunity. The network is composed of two types of links: genetic relatedness links (black solid lines) forming clusters that represent species and plant-animal individual-based interaction links (gray lines). The network shows variability in terms of genetic relatedness and plant-animal interactions within a species (i.e. high intraspecific variability). This figure is an example from one replicate simulation. Parameters used: $q_{min} = 0.97$, $d_{max} = d_{max}^{PA} = 0.3$, $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-5}$ and $J_P = J_A = 10^3$. 